Create the Look of Rock, Stone or Wood with Plaster.

Parex USA Carvable Mortar is a polymer modified carvable architectural mortar used for creating relief structures or wall dressing. It is the perfect product for art restoration, hotels, theme parks or any construction that requires light sculpted shapes.

Parex USA Carvable Mortar can be applied over lath, rocks, CMU/brick, interior plaster, drywall/gypsum sheathing, EPS or stucco basecoats. It's easy to carve thanks to its extended open time and its versatility allows you to create new shapes or repair natural, damaged stones. The looks are limitless, as the mortar can be painted over or have a textured acrylic finished applied to it.

Get creative with Parex USA Carvable Mortar. Contact your local sales representative for a product demo or more information.

For more information on Parex USA Carvable Mortar, scan the QR code below or log on the Parex USA Academy at academy.parexusa.com.